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ABSTRACT
We analyze the formation and evolution of the stellar components in “Eris”, a 120 pc-resolution
cosmological hydrodynamic simulation of a late-type spiral galaxy. The simulation includes the effects
of a uniform UV background, a delayed-radiative-cooling scheme for supernova feedback, and a star
formation recipe based on a high gas density threshold. It allows a detailed study of the relative
contributions of “in-situ” (within the main host) and “ex-situ” (within satellite galaxies) star formation
to each major Galactic component in a close Milky Way analog. We investigate these two star-
formation channels as a function of galactocentric distance, along different lines of sight above and
along the disk plane, and as a function of cosmic time. We find that: 1) approximately 70 percent
of today’s stars formed in-situ; 2) more than two thirds of the ex-situ stars formed within satellites
after infall; 3) the majority of ex-situ stars are found today in the disk and in the bulge; 4) the stellar
halo is dominated by ex-situ stars, whereas in-situ stars dominate the mass profile at distances ∼< 5
kpc from the center at high latitudes; and 5) approximately 25% of the inner, r ∼< 20 kpc, halo is
composed of in-situ stars that have been displaced from their original birth sites during Eris’ early
assembly history.
Subject headings: Galaxy: formation – Galaxy: halo – galaxies: formation – method: numerical
1. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of the spatial distribution, kinematics, and
chemical composition of stellar populations in the Milky
Way galaxy provides invaluable information on the na-
ture of its formation and evolution. In the standard
ΛCDM scenario, hierarchical clustering leads to complex
galaxy assembly histories, and the paths leading to the
build up of each major stellar component may be differ-
ent. The thin disk naturally forms from the dissipative
infall of gas and angular momentum conservation. But
old stars in the thick disk may be brought in by satel-
lites (Abadi et al. 2003) or result from the dynamical
heating of the thin stellar disk by minor mergers (e.g.,
Kazantzidis et al. 2008). The bulge of the Milky Way
has signatures of both “classical” and “pseudo-bulges”.
Classical bulges are thought to form early, before the
present disks were actually assembled, and rapidly, per-
haps following a major merger with a satellite (Hernquist
& Barnes 1991). They may have composite stellar popu-
lations made of the stars acquired from the infalling satel-
lites and the newly created stars in the starburst trig-
gered by the mergers (e.g., Zavala et al. 2012). Pseudo-
bulges, on the other hand, may grow slowly through in-
ternal secular processes that heat the inner disk (Kor-
mendy & Kennicutt 2004; Athanassoula 2005; Debattista
et al. 2006) or form quickly at high redshift via a com-
bination of non-axisymmetric disk instabilities and tidal
interactions or mergers (Guedes et al. 2013). Finally, the
Galactic stellar halo may form from the disruption of ac-
creted, lower-mass satellites (e.g., Searle & Zinn 1978;
Bullock & Johnston 2005; Abadi et al. 2006; Bell et al.
2008; Pillepich et al. 2014b). The same accretion and
merger events are thought to be responsible for the dis-
placement of stars formed within the bulge and the thin
disk and found at tens of kpc distance from the Galactic
center: these are the so called disk-heated stars, kicked-
out disk stars, or “in-situ halo stars”, the existence of
which has been inferred from observations (Carollo et al.
2010; Nissen & Schuster 2010; Dorman et al. 2013) and
predicted by simulations (e.g Zolotov et al. 2009; Purcell
et al. 2010).
One basic structural distinction to be made is therefore
between stars formed “in situ”, i.e., from gas condens-
ing within the innermost regions of the main host, and
those formed “ex-situ”, i.e., in some progenitor satellite
dwarf of the parent galaxy. This grouping may be key,
e.g., to understand stellar metallicity gradients, abun-
dance ratios, kinematics, ages, degree of substructure,
and the importance of dissipative processes in the as-
sembly of each major Galactic component. Recent the-
oretical studies of the relative contributions of these dif-
ferent star-formation channels have come mostly in two
flavors: either via a combination of N-body simulations
with semi-analytic models and/or stellar tagging tech-
niques (particle tagging for ex-situ stars only; Cooper
et al. 2010, 2013); or via gas dynamics simulations of
individual highly-resolved galaxies (Abadi et al. 2006;
Zolotov et al. 2009; Tissera et al. 2012, 2013, 2014; Mari-
nacci et al. 2014) and of large samples of galaxies (Oser
et al. 2010; Font et al. 2011; McCarthy et al. 2012; Lack-
ner et al. 2012). Some of these works have prevalently
focused on the galactic stellar halos. Nevertheless, a
comprehensive and coherent picture is still elusive and
a series of issues are still pressing: What is the rela-
tive importance of accreted, in-situ and satellite stars as
a function of distance from the galactic center? How
does this balance depend on halo mass? What physical
mechanisms are responsible for the displacement of stars
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within and between its different morphological compo-
nents? How many satellites contributed to the accreted
stellar halo mass, when were they accreted, what were
their properties before infall? Are there differences be-
tween the stars belonging to surviving self-bound satel-
lites and the debris stars of disrupted accretion events?
Are the lowest metallicity stars accreted or formed in-
situ? Where do we expect to find the oldest stars, in
globular clusters, satellite dwarf spheroidals, the halo, or
the bulge? Are the most metal-poor stars also the old-
est? And how do these predictions depend on the specific
merger and star formation histories of individual galax-
ies?
In this paper, we analyze “Eris”, one of the highest res-
olution, smoothed particles hydrodynamics (SPH) simu-
lations ever run of a Milky Way-like galaxy formed from
cosmological initial conditions (Guedes et al. 2011). We
investigate the contribution of in-situ and ex-situ stars,
first simply as a function of distance and then by distin-
guishing among the different morphological components.
We follow the assembly history of the main host and the
two star-formation channels, and keep track of different
sub-classes of ex-situ stars to properly describe the com-
plexity of the phenomena under study. Our operational
distinction between in-situ and ex-situ stars is meant to
properly reflect the chemical and physical properties of
the interstellar medium (ISM) out of which stars formed.
The high mass, spatial, and time resolution of Eris are
unprecedented in this type of analyses. Eris is the first
simulated galaxy to satisfy a series of observational con-
straints for the Milky Way in terms of mass budget in
the various components, structural properties, and scal-
ing relations between mass and luminosity. In particular,
the combination of resolution and subgrid prescriptions
allows to resolve the giant cloud complexes where star
formation actually occurs in the ISM, to prevent artifi-
cial fragmentation, and to avoid the spurious formation
of stars in small gas overdensities at large distances from
the natural, dense sites of star-formation activity. All
this makes Eris an excellent and reliable tool to under-
stand the interplay between in-situ and ex-situ star for-
mation, and a plausible high-resolution benchmark to aid
the comparison across theoretical results and the inter-
pretation of Milky Way’s observations.
The plan of the paper is as follows. We introduce the
specifics of the simulation, the adopted techniques, and
the definitions of in-situ and ex-situ stars in Section 2.
In Section 3 we outline the assembly history of our sim-
ulated Milky Way analog. Our main results on the in-
terplay between in-situ and ex-situ stars across the main
host are given in Section 4. The spatial, kinematics, and
chemical properties of in-situ and ex-situ stars are quan-
tified and discussed in Section 5. We briefly discuss our
findings in Section 6 and summarize in Section 7.
2. METHODS AND DEFINITIONS
2.1. Simulation
Eris (Guedes et al. 2011) is a cosmological zoom-in sim-
ulation of a Mvir = 8×1011M galaxy halo followed from
z = 90 to the present epoch using the parallel TreeSPH
code Gasoline (Wadsley et al. 2004). It includes Comp-
ton cooling, atomic cooling, and metallicity-dependent
radiative cooling at low temperatures. A uniform UV
background modifies the ionization and excitation state
of the gas and is implemented using a modified version
of the Haardt & Madau (1996) spectrum. The target
halo was selected to have a quiet recent merger history,
i.e., to have had no major mergers (mass ratio ≥ 1:10)
after z = 3. The Mpc-size high resolution region was
resampled with 13 million dark matter particles and an
equal number of gas particles, for a mass resolution of
mDM = 9.8 × 104 M and mSPH = 2 × 104 M. The
gravitational softening length was fixed to 124 physical
pc for all particle species from z = 9 to the present time,
and evolved as 1/(1 + z) at earlier times. Star parti-
cles form in cold gas that reaches a density threshold
of nSF = 5 atoms cm
−3, and are created stochastically
with an initial mass m∗ = 6×103 M distributed follow-
ing a Kroupa et al. (1993) initial mass function. Super-
nova (SN) explosions deposit an energy of 8 × 1050 ergs
and metals into a “blastwave radius”, and the heated gas
has its radiative cooling delayed following Stinson et al.
(2006). The use of a high threshold for star formation
has the effect of increasing the efficiency of SN feedback
through the injection of energy in localized high-density
regions.
2.2. Halo Finder and Stellar Tracking
We have identified the main halo and its subhalos us-
ing the spherical overdensity Amiga Halo Finder (AHF,
Gill et al. 2004; Knollmann & Knebe 2009). The AHF
uses all particles (dark matter, gas, and stars) to find
the centers of halos and subhalos as peaks in the parti-
cle density distribution. Spherical symmetry is then as-
sumed to define the boundary of an isolated halo, Rvir,
as the point where the mean average density drops be-
low the overdensity ∆vir (equal at z = 0 to 364 times the
cosmological mean background density). A procedure to
remove gravitationally unbound particles is recursively
applied based on energy criteria. Effectively, the virial
radius of AHF subhalos is defined as the distance of the
most distant bound particle to the center of the subhalo.
Here, the center of a (sub)halo is chosen as the center of
mass of all its bound particles.
We have run the AHF on 400 snapshots between z = 90
and z = 0 spaced at time intervals of ∼ 30 Myr. This
allows us to follow reliably the merger histories of in-
dividual subhalos as well as the timelines of stars in
the simulation. A catalog of all the luminous satellites
ever fallen into the main host was compiled that is com-
plete since redshift 10 and for stellar masses larger than
M∗ = 5 × 104M at accretion. Halo infall occurs when
the center of a future satellite crosses for the first time
the virial radius of the main host. At every snapshot,
we flag every star of the simulation with the ID of the
smallest bound halo which it is bound to, according to the
AHF catalog at that snapshot. For each star, we record
its formation time (when the star particle forms out of a
gas particle), accretion or infall time (when its host sub-
halo enters the Milky Way’s virial radius), and stripping
time (when the star is stripped from its host after in-
fall). Formation times, easily convertible in stellar ages,
are sampled more frequently than snapshot outputs, and
have an uncertainty of half-a-million years. Accretion
and stripping times depend on the frequency of snap-
shot outputs, with the stripping time of a star being by
construction always larger or equal to its accretion time.
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Fig. 1.— Random projection Eris’s stellar density field in a (240 comoving kpc)3 box, from z ∼ 4 (top) to today (bottom). The middle
and right columns show only stars formed ex-situ and in-situ, respectively. Surface mass densities range from 100 to 108Mkpc−2.
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The orbital properties of the subhalo host at accretion
and the energy of its stars determine the difference be-
tween accretion and stripping times, which can be as
large as a few Gyrs. Stars that form after infall in an
orbiting satellite are assigned an accretion time equal to
their formation time.
2.3. In-Situ vs. Ex-Situ
We define as “in situ” all stars within Eris’ virial
radius at the time of analysis that, at the time of
formation, were bound only to the main host. Their
progenitor gas particles became bound to the parent
galaxy either by smooth accretion or following the tidal
and ram-pressure gas stripping of satellite systems.
Stars within Eris’ virial radius that formed in self-bound
subhalos either prior or after infall are called “ex situ”
(labeled below as pre-infall or post-infall, respectively).
At the time of analysis, ex-situ stars can still be bound
to a surviving satellite or be the stellar debris of a
disruption event (labeled below as satellite or smooth,
respectively). This classification largely ensures that
the in-situ and ex-situ stellar channels reflect the
kinematics and chemical enrichment properties of the
main host and its satellite population, respectively.
Some ambiguity still remains in the case of stars that
form out of gas that was just stripped from infalling
satellites (see also Puchwein et al. 2010; Font et al.
2011) and that has not yet mixed with the surroundings.
We assign to the ex-situ (post-infall) category those
stars that formed from gas stripped less than 150 Myr
earlier; a longer interval between gas stripping and
star formation results in in-situ stars instead. This
minimal time cutoff is sufficient to prevent those stars –
which would otherwise be tagged “in-situ” – to exhibit
phase-space properties similar to the satellite gas they
originate from, resulting in intriguing yet not-necessarily
realistic in-situ stellar streams and in-situ stellar shells
reaching galactocentric distances of hundreds of kpc.
We have tested a series of choices and found that
our results are converged for cutoff times larger than
about 100 Myr between gas stripping and star formation.
3. BUILD-UP OF ERIS’ STELLAR COMPONENT
At redshift 0, Eris is a late-type spiral galaxy of
virial radius Rvir = 235 kpc and total stellar mass
M∗ = 3.9 × 1010 M; the latter is comparable to the
Milky Way’s M∗ = 4.6 ± 0.3 × 1010 M recently deter-
mined by Bovy & Rix (2013). The simulated system
is resolved with NDM = 7 × 106, Ngas = 3 × 106, and
N∗ = 8.6 × 106 dark matter, gas, and star particles, re-
spectively. Its rotation curve has a value at 8 kpc (the
solar circle) of Vc, = 206 km s−1, in good agreement
with the recent determination of the local circular ve-
locity, Vc, = 218 ± 6 km s−1, by Bovy et al. (2012b).
Its total surface mass density, measured within a height
of 1.1 kpc above and below the disk plane at the Sun
location, is 48 Mpc−3, remarkably consistent with the
range of local surface densities recently derived by Bovy
& Rix (2013). Mock i−band images show that Eris has
an i-band absolute magnitude of Mi = −21.7, an ex-
tended stellar disk of exponential scale length Rd = 2.5
kpc, a pseudobulge with Se´rsic index n = 1.4, and a
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Fig. 2.— Cumulative stellar mass function of Eris satellites
within Rvir at infall (black-dashed curve) and today (grey solid
line). The orange curve denotes the stellar mass function of “clas-
sical” Milky Way dwarf satellites (McConnachie 2012).
bulge-to-disk ratio B/D=0.35 (Guedes et al. 2011). As
shown in Guedes et al. (2013), a disk-like star-forming
structure is already in place at z ∼ 4, and by z ∼ 3.5 it
has already grown massive enough to dominate the an-
gular momentum distribution of the stellar component.
The present-day u− r = 1.52 mag color of Eris is consis-
tent with the colors of galaxies that host pseudobulges
(Guedes et al. 2013). Eris’s surface brightness profile
shows a downbending break at approximately five disk
scale lengths, as observed in many nearby spiral galaxies
(Pohlen & Trujillo 2006). Eris falls on the Tully-Fisher
relation, on the locus of the ΣSFR-ΣHI plane occupied by
nearby spiral galaxies, and on the stellar mass-halo mass
relation at z = 0. The predicted correlations of stellar
age with spatial and kinematic structures are in good
qualitative agreement with the correlations observed for
mono-abundance stellar populations in the Milky Way
(Bird et al. 2013). Twin simulations of the Eris halo
that include metal-dependent radiative cooling at high
temperature (T > 104 K) and the explicit diffusion of
heat and metals between SPH particles have been shown
to reproduce quantitatively the properties of the circum-
galactic medium of galaxies at z ∼ 3 (Shen et al. 2012,
2013).
Figure 1 depicts the evolution from redshift 4 to today
of the stellar density field in Eris, projected in a cube of
240 comoving kpc on a side. The three columns compare
the contributions from all the stars, the ex-situ stars,
and the in-situ stars, using a fixed color scheme that
ranges from 102 to 108 M kpc−2 in surface mass den-
sity. At every epoch, the fossil records of past accretion
events and mergers are clearly seen in the two left-most
columns, at distances between ten and ∼> a hundred kpc
from the center: incompletely phase-mixed material ap-
pears as stellar streams, shells, plumes, tidal tails, and
self-bound satellite systems (e.g. Mart´ınez-Delgado et al.
2010).
The cumulative stellar mass function of Eris satellites
is plotted in Figure 2. Today, there are only five lumi-
nous satellites in Eris, with maximum circular velocities
ranging from 8 to 33 km s−1 and stellar masses ranging
from 9 × 105 to 2 × 108 M in stellar mass. These are
the only survivors of approximately 50 luminous subha-
los at infall. Perhaps because of the particular assembly
history and/or the star formation and feedback prescrip-
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Fig. 3.— The stellar mass assembly history of Eris. Top panel:
Stellar mass as a function of redshift for all in-situ and ex-situ
stars identified within the virial radius at z = 0. Middle panel:
Star formation rates. Bottom panel: Time distribution of Eris
accretion events, including only luminous satellites. The red labels
marks all the z < 5 luminous mergers with mass ratios larger than
1:30. An accretion event below z = 1 is also marked with the
black label (mass ratio) “1:63” as it is among the 5 most luminous
satellites ever fallen onto Eris.
tions, Eris shows a deficit of faint satellites relative to the
distribution of “classical” luminous Milky Way’s dwarfs
(see, e.g., McConnachie 2012), a limitation worth keep-
ing in mind when interpreting our results.1
Details of the star formation history of Eris are given
in Figure 3. The top panel shows the assembly history
of all in-situ and ex-situ star particles identified today
within the virial radius. Approximately 70% of the total
stellar mass formed in situ, and two thirds of the ex-situ
stars formed after infall, i.e. in satellites that are orbit-
1 A lower number of surviving satellites in Eris, however, does not
necessarily imply an underestimated or overestimated ex-situ fraction
compared to the Milky Way’s, as this also depends on the number,
mass and star-formation efficiency of satellites ever fallen in onto the
Milky Way, for which no observational constraints are available.
TABLE 1
Eris stellar masses and fractions to total at z = 0,
decomposed in the different star-formation modes.
Stellar Mass Fraction to Total
[M] [%]
All 3.9× 1010 100
In-situ 2.7× 1010 71.1
Ex-situ 1.1× 1010 28.9
Ex-situ (pre-infall) 2.9× 109 7.5
Ex-situ (post-infall) 8.2× 109 21.4
Ex-situ (smooth) 1.1× 109 27.4
Ex-situ (satellites) 5.6× 108 1.5
ing or merging with the parent halo. Ex-situ stars that
form before infall are associated with 10 main accretion
events occurring between redshift 4 and 0.7. The delay
between subhalo accretion and stellar stripping is typ-
ically 2 billion years at all times after redshift 2.5. In
the second and third panels of Figure 3, we report the
rates of star formation of in-situ and ex-situ stars and
the number of accreted luminous satellites, respectively.
In-situ star formation dominates at all redshifts, but for
a lapse of time between 4.5 ∼< z ∼< 3 that is characterized
by repeated and relatively massive accretion events (see
bottom panel). The simulated galaxy is currently form-
ing stars at approximately 1 M yr−1. The in-situ star
formation rate is sustained above a level of 5 M yr−1 at
all times 5 ∼< z ∼< 2, with peaks of star formation above
15 M yr−1 at z = 5.4, 3.3, and 2.6. Interestingly, two of
these peaks occur in correspondence to two major accre-
tion events. Star formation in Eris’ progenitor satellites
is less bursty and sizeable compared to the main halo:
star formation rates in the dwarf population range from
2 to 5 M yr−1 between z ∼ 6 and z ∼ 2.
Table 1 summarizes the mass budget among Eris dif-
ferent stellar components at the present epoch. About a
quarter of the ex-situ post-infall stars have formed out
of gas that was stripped too recently from infalling satel-
lites to have undergone chemical and phase mixing with
the surroundings (see Section 2.3). The stellar accretion
history of Eris reflects the criteria with which its host
halo was selected from a sample of candidates: a Milky
Way-size halo with a particularly quiescent merger his-
tory. Although dark subhalos are being accreted also at
low redshifts, the last luminous satellite fell onto Eris at
z = 0.54, 5 billion years ago, with a total mass ratio of
1:180. The most recent merger with mass ratio > 1:20 oc-
curred at z = 2.66; this is also the most massive halo ever
accreted by the parent host, with Mvir = 1.8× 1010 M
and M∗ = 6.3× 108 M at infall. This massive system is
responsible for more than 35 per cent of the ex-situ stars
formed after infall. Before getting completely destroyed
by z ∼ 1, it deposits more than 109 M in stars within
the innermost regions of Eris. Eris does not undergo any
major> 1:4 merger during its whole assembly history. At
z < 5, we count only 5 mergers with mass ratios > 1:30.
These are all luminous satellites with infall at z > 2.5.
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Fig. 4.— Mass fraction in spherical shells of in-situ and ex-situ stars as a function of galactocentric distance. Top left panel: Spherically-
averaged stellar mass fractions of in-situ (dotted line) and ex-situ (dashed line) stars at z = 0. The label marks the total mass fraction over
the whole halo, 71% for in-situ stars and 29% for ex-situ stars. Top right panel: Same for all (black line), pre-infall (dark grey line) and
post-infall (light grey line) ex-situ stars. The red filled circles denote the locations of Eris’ surviving satellites at z = 0. Bottom left panel:
Same for all ex-situ stars not in satellites (“smooth”) along different lines of sight. The whole sky average (black line) is compared with
mass profiles at high (> 30 degrees from the disk plane, magenta lines) and low (< 30 degrees from the disk plane, blue lines) latitudes.
The in-situ contribution drops much faster at high latitudes than along the stellar disk. Bottom right panel: Same for all in-situ stars at
different redshifts and as a function of galactocentric distance in units of the virial radius Rvir. Note that in the two bottom panel we have
removed the contribution of satellite stars to the overall normalization so that features along the profiles at fixed redshift reflect the spatial
properties of the smooth stellar component.
4. FRACTIONS OF IN-SITU AND EX-SITU STARS
In Figure 4, we show the relative contributions of in-
situ and ex-situ stars to the total stellar mass as a func-
tion of galactocentric distance and cosmic time. The top
left panel gives the fractional mass in spherical shells of
in-situ and ex-situ stars at z = 0, including stars in satel-
lites. Although in-situ stars dominate the overall stellar
mass budget, ex-situ stars prevail at large radii. The
transition zone between in-situ and ex-situ dominance
is narrow and occurs at about 10 kpc from the center.
At radii larger than 30 kpc, the contribution of in-situ
stars drops below 5% in mass. Normalized mass profiles
for pre- and post-infall ex-situ stars are depicted in the
top right panel, together with the location of surviving
luminous satellites today. The bump in the ex-situ com-
ponent within the innermost 1 kpc region comes from
stars brought into the bulge by a massive luminous satel-
lite that continued forming stars until redshift 1 while
spiralling down after infall, and that was ultimately dis-
rupted. There is a second bump in the contribution of
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ex-situ post-infall stars at distances ∼> 30 kpc that is
associated with the two most massive satellites surviv-
ing today and visible in the density maps of Figure 1
(the other satellites are too small to leave a prominent
signature in the mass profiles). The two subhalos are
characterized by 10-billion-years prolonged star forma-
tion histories, with about 2 × 109 M in stars formed
and subsequently stripped after infall. The contribution
of post-infall ex-situ stars undergoes a sharp drop at dis-
tances larger than 60-70 kpc for two main reasons: 1)
the bulk of such stars are formed within a handful of
the most massive satellites that quickly spiral in toward
the center owing to dynamical friction and that thereby
leave less sizable debris at large distances; and 2) bursts
of star formation in such massive satellites appear to oc-
cur following their pericenter passages, never larger than
a few tens of kpc.
To quantify the lumpiness and asymmetry of the stel-
lar halo visible by eye in Figure 1, we show in the bottom
left panel of Figure 4 the profiles of ex-situ stars along
lines of sight at different azimuthal and polar angles rel-
ative to Eris’ stellar disk. The observer has been located
at the galaxy center. Owing to the presence of the stellar
disk, the in-situ to ex-situ balance is strikingly different
at distances smaller than ∼ 20 kpc, with the in-situ (ex-
situ) contribution decreasing (increasing) much faster at
high than at low latitudes: the transition between in-situ
and ex-situ stars occurs at about 3-5 kpc from the cen-
ter along directions perpendicular to the disk. Spherical
symmetry does not hold even at galactocentric distances
larger than ∼ 15 kpc: the scatter and variety in the line-
of-sight profiles at high latitudes demonstrate that fine-
grained structures such as stellar streams and shells are
also visible in the ex-situ vs. in-situ balance. Finally, the
bottom right panel depicts the spherically-averaged mass
profiles of in-situ stars at different redshifts. Note how
the in-situ fractional contribution can be several times
larger at early times than today for distances greater
than 0.02 Rvir. The transition radii where ex-situ stars
start dominating the mass profile are different at differ-
ent redshift, yet always in the range between ∼ 10 and
20 comoving kpc at z < 4. We expand on these features
in the next section.
4.1. Time Evolution
Figure 5 tracks the evolution of the global in-situ mass
fraction (top panel), ex-situ mass fraction (middle panel),
and of the transition radius between in-situ and ex-situ
domination (bottom panel), as a function of redshift. In
what follows, we adopt an evolving boundary equal to
0.06Rvir to separate stars belonging to the “inner” and
“outer” regions of the galaxy: at z = 0, such boundary
corresponds to 15 kpc, the extent of Eris’ stellar disk
(about 6 times the disk scale length). The in-situ mass
fraction remains between 60 and 80% of the total at all
epochs, with a shallow minimum around the epoch of
merger activity at z ∼ 3, when the ex-situ fraction is
maximized. Note how, beyond the extent of the z = 0
stellar disk, the contribution of ex-situ stars reaches a
local minimum around z ∼ 1.1: this is the time when the
most massive satellite finally merges with the main host,
after having repeatedly perturbed its innermost regions
for the preceding ∼ 109 years. After z ∼ 1, the ex-
situ outer component steadily grows up to the current
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Fig. 5.— Top panel: Evolution of the in-situ mass fraction as
a function of redshift within the halo (dotted black curve), within
the inner 0.06Rvir (i.e. 15 kpc or 6 disk scale lengths at z = 0, blue
dotted curve), and across a spherical shell between 0.2 and 0.25Rvir
from the galaxy center (green dotted line). Middle panel: Evolu-
tion as a function of redshift of the ex-situ mass fraction within the
halo (black dashed curves) and within the volume beyond 0.06Rvir.
The red arrows mark the more important mergers characterizing
Eris’ assembly history. Bottom panel: Radius (in units of Rvir)
where the in-situ and ex-situ stellar densities are equal, as a func-
tion of redshift. For reference, Eris’ disk scale length (Guedes et al.
2013), multiplied by 6, is shown by the solid thin orange line.
∼90 percent for all stars at dGC > 0.06Rvir, during the
long, recent period of relatively quiet accretion history
when no satellite –luminous nor dark– plunges at small
impact parameters towards Eris’ center. Conversely, the
contribution of in-situ stars to the outer regions of Eris
was as large as 20-25 percent, several times higher than
their current balance today. The picture presented so far,
where the ex-situ to in-situ balance in different regions
of the galaxy is modulated by the merger history of the
host, suggests the possibility that in-situ stars may be
displaced by several kpc from their birth sites during the
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Fig. 6.— Schematic illustration of the simple spatial decomposi-
tion adopted in this analysis for Eris. See text for details.
early assembly history of Eris.2
Finally, in the bottom panel of Figure 5, the evolu-
tion of the transition scale between in-situ and ex-situ
stars (the radius where the local densiy of in-situ stars
drops below 50% of the total) is given as a function of
redshift, in units of Eris’ time-varying virial radius. This
transition scale is shown in the case of stellar densities
that are spherically-averaged across the whole sky, and
at high galactic latitudes from Eris’s stellar disk. This is
well defined since z ∼ 3.5 and is aligned to today’s stellar
plane since z ∼ 2, when it temporarily flips by almost 90
degrees (causing the bump in the magenta curve). Be-
low redshift 2, the transition radius between in-situ and
ex-situ stars remains approximately constant. After the
last satellite sinks into the central regions of the system
at z ∼ 1, the transition radius decreases slowly from 7%
of the virial radius to today’s 5%, as in-situ stars dis-
placed from their birth sites at early times appear to fall
back towards the center of Eris.
4.2. In-Situ and Ex-Situ By Components
We complete our description of the interplay between
ex-situ and in-situ stars by providing their relative con-
tributions within the different morphological stellar com-
ponents: disk, bulge, inner, and outer halo. We opt for
a simple spatial decomposition rather than one based
on stellar kinematics, chemical properties, or photome-
try. Such decomposition is easily reproducible by ob-
servers and allows us to predict potential trends in the
bulk properties of the Milky Way’s components with-
2 Note that the displacement of disk stars due the presence of spi-
ral density waves (radial migration, either inwards and outwards)
is the manifestation of a different phenomenon than the one we are
witnessing here: although certainly in place, radial migration can
justify displacements only by up to the extent of the stellar disk.
Moreover, spiral-induced resonances associated with radial migra-
tion cannot alone justify the thickening and heating of a stellar
disk (see Vera-Ciro et al. 2014), let alone displacements by many
kpc beyond the disk scale-height of Eris.
out being biased a priori towards specific regions of the
stellar-property space.
The adopted decomposition is schematically illustrated
in Figure 6. The coordinate system is defined by the an-
gular momentum of Eris’ stellar disk, identified by the
orbital circularity as in Guedes et al. (2011, 2013): this
is the only kinematically derived quantity. A sphere of
1.5 kpc radius around the center of mass of Eris’ halo is
termed the bulge. The stellar disk is a cylinder of±1.5kpc
thickness and 15 kpc radius: it includes the so-called
thin and thick disks and excludes the bulge. To avoid
interpretation difficulties, we exclude from our analysis a
cylindrical, 10 kpc-thick region around the disk. All the
volume beyond such “transition” region is called the halo.
Following Carollo et al. (2010), we distinguish between
the inner halo within 20 kpc from the center and the
outer halo beyond: we do so to study possible trends at
large galactocentric distances. As seen above, the separa-
tion between an inner and an outer halo cannot be moti-
vated in Eris by the transition from an in situ-dominated
to an ex situ-dominated regime, as this occurs at 11 kpc
(spherically-averaged) and 5 kpc (along directions per-
pendicular to the disk). Our decomposition is a good
proxy of more sophisticated kinematic+photometric de-
compositions, which yields in Eris a disk scale height
and disk length at z = 0 of 490 pc and 2.5 kpc, respec-
tively (Guedes et al. 2011; Bird et al. 2013). The mass of
the so-defined outer stellar halo, excluding satellites, is
∼ 1.3×109M, in good agreement with observational es-
timates of the Galactic stellar halo (of order 109M Mor-
rison 1993; Bell et al. 2008; Deason et al. 2012; Rashkov
et al. 2013).
As detailed in Table 2, 87 percent of the stellar
mass in Eris resides within the bulge and the disk,
whereas the stellar halo accounts for only 6 percent of
the total. More than one fifth of the disk and bulge
stellar content is composed by ex-situ stars (23 and 24
percent respectively). Conversely, ex-situ stars make
approximately 75 and 97 percent of the inner and outer
halo, respectively. Interestingly, there are at present
four times more ex-situ mass in the disk and in the
bulge than in the halo. A quarter of the inner halo is
composed of in-situ stars that have been displaced from
their original birth, even though these account for only
a few times 108M in stellar mass. Finally, about 20
percent of the outer stellar halo mass is enclosed in five
self-bound satellites with infall redshift . 1.6.
5. STELLAR PROPERTIES AND
OBSERVATIONAL SIGNATURES
As they depend on the star-formation history of the
main host, in-situ stars are expected to span a variety of
ages, metallicities, and kinematic properties. Similarly,
the properties of ex-situ stars mirror the star-formation
histories of satellite dwarfs before and after infall. In
this section we measure such properties in Eris’ stars and
discuss them in light of recent observations of the Milky
Way stellar disk and halo. We characterize each star in
the simulation by the following quantities: galactocentric
distance, galactocentric radial velocity, formation red-
shift or age, iron abundance, and orbital circularity. The
orbital energy of a star is closely connected to its radial
velocity, while the orbital circularity encodes information
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TABLE 2
Stellar masses, in-situ and ex-situ fractions in each major stellar component.
Milky Way Disk Bulge Inner Halo Outer Halo
Total stellar mass 3.9× 1010 M 1.9× 1010 M 1.5× 1010 M 7.8× 108 M 1.7× 109 M
In-situ 71 % 77 % 76 % 25 % 3%
Ex-situ 29 % 23 % 24 % 75 % 97%
Ex-situ (satellites) 1.5 % - - - 21%
about orbital angular momentum and eccentricity. Here,
we define a star’s circularity  as the ratio between its an-
gular momentum component along the stellar disk axis
and the angular momentum it would have if it was on
a circular orbit at the given radius, i.e.,  ≡ Jz/Jc(r?).
For a rotationally-supported stellar component (as the
thin disk), the circularity distribution peaks at  = 1; a
positive circularity denotes an orbit corotating with the
disk, while a negative value implies counter rotation.
In Figure 7, the aforementioned stellar characteristics
are shown for in-situ and ex-situ stars, as a function
of galactocentric distance, color-coded according to stel-
lar densities per logarithmic bin in distance. The radial
velocity-distance plot for ex-situ stars (top right panel) is
a typical phase-space diagram (e.g. Bullock & Johnston
2005), which reveals surviving satellites as well as long-
lived fine-grained structures such as shells and streams
(in configuration space). A population of “hot” ex-situ
stars can be identified in the disk, at small galactocentric
distances: these are stars brought in corotating, circular
orbits by the last significant merger at redshift 1 (“ex-
situ disk”), which is also responsible for the formation of
a light dark-matter disk in Eris (Pillepich et al. 2014a).
Ex-situ stars are typically older than in-situ, with a
median age of 11.3 Gyr compared to 9.8 Gyr. The age
distribution of ex-situ stars is broadened towards young
ages by star formation that occurs in satellites after in-
fall. Distant “smooth” halo stars have median ages that
decline from 11.2 Gyr at 20 kpc (inner halo) to 9.8 Gyr
at 70 kpc (outer halo). The median age in Eris’ inner
halo is in close agreement with the age of the inner halo
of the Milky Way, 11.4 ± 0.7 Gyr (Kalirai 2012), whereas
the same Milky Way’s observations seem to suggest an
even older outer stellar halo. However, the mean ages
we measure in the whole inner and outer halos (10.3
and 9.9 Gyr, respectively) are actually indistinguishable
in light of their large standard deviations, 2.6 and 1.8
Gyrs respectively. At fixed (large) galactocentric dis-
tance, in-situ stars have median ages that are systemati-
cally younger than their ex-situ neighbors, by about 2.5-3
Gyr. This observation per se does not support the popu-
lar picture of a younger, inner halo dominated by in-situ
stars, but may provide some insight on the mechanisms
at play.
All the surviving satellites in our simulation are char-
acterized by extended star formation histories, with du-
rations spanning from about 3 to about 10 Gyrs: these
can be seen as vertical stripes in the second panel from
the top on the right (Figure 7). None of the satellites is
currently star forming, but the two most massive surviv-
ing dwarfs at z = 0 have stellar populations as young as
1 or 2 Gyrs. Although it is possible that the adopted nu-
merical SPH scheme may artificially underestimate the
impact of ram-pressure stripping on the gaseous content
of orbiting subhalos (see e.g. Sijacki et al. 2012), we note
here that our simulated satellites appear broadly con-
sistent with resolved stellar population studies of Local
Volume dwarfs (Weisz et al. 2011, 2014), which also show
the signatures of extended star-formation activity.
The in-situ metallicity distribution peaks at [Fe/H]
= −0.5, while its median vary from [Fe/H] = −0.4 in the
innermost regions of the galaxy, to about [Fe/H] = −1.3
at 10 kpc. Whereas the metallicity trend and slope is in
qualitative agreement with observations of disk galaxies,
we note that the simulated abundances are systemati-
cally lower by 0.5 in [Fe/H] than the measured metallic-
ities in the Galaxy’s disk (e.g. Bovy et al. 2012a; Cheng
et al. 2012, from SEGUE data). This is likely caused by
the steep Kroupa et al. (1993) IMF adopted for the Eris
run, which produces IMF-averaged metal yields that are
a factor of 3 smaller compared to more recent determi-
nations. Ex-situ stars are more metal-poor than in-situ,
with a distribution that peaks at [Fe/H] = −0.9 and is
less skewed towards high abundances. The inner and
outer halos of Eris have mean iron abundances of [Fe/H]
= −1.5 and [Fe/H] ∼ −1.3, respectively, with broad
distributions. This appears partially in contrast with
halo stars measurements by, e.g., Carollo et al. (2007)
or An et al. (2013), who identify a negative metallic-
ity trend from the inner, [Fe/H] ∼ −1.6, to the outer,
[Fe/H]∼ −2.0 halo. It is unclear at this stage whether the
discrepancy is caused by our (non-standard) definition
of inner halo or by a different assembly history between
Eris and the Milky Way. We note, however, that our
metallicity profiles in the stellar halo are consistent with
the results of other numerical works, where metallicity
gradients in the galaxy outskirts vary with the accretion
history (Tissera et al. 2013, 2014), but where median
iron abundances are never lower than −1.5 when aver-
aged over the whole volume of the outer halo (e.g. Font
et al. 2006, 2011).
Finally, the bottom panels of Figures 7 depict the
distributions of circularity. Eris in-situ stars features
a sizeable rotationally-supported disk-like structure
( = 1) with a subdominant non-rotating bulge ( = 0).
At distances ∼> 10 kpc, in-situ stars are distributed
rather symmetrically around  = 0, with only a modest
hint of prograde rotation: from their kinematics prop-
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Fig. 7.— Present-day distributions of in-situ (left panels) and ex-situ (right panels) stars in Eris. From top to bottom: distribution in
the radial velocity-distance, age-distance, metallicity-distance, and circularity-distance plane, color-coded according to stellar densities per
logarithmic bin in distance. The ex-situ category includes stars in self-bound satellites, readily visible as localized overdensities at a fixed
distance.
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Fig. 8.— Maximum distance from the center of Eris reached by
in-situ stars across their lifetimes vs. their distance at formation.
Units are in physical kpc, color coded according to the stellar den-
sities per logarithmic bin in distance (dark red corresponds to more
than 103 stars per squared bin with ∆(log10d[kpc]) = 0.006).
erties only, they appear rather indistinguishable from
the background of ex-situ stars at similar locations.
Structures in the circularity-distance plane of ex-situ
stars are more complex, with both satellites and debris
stars retaining the orbital and phase-space properties of
the associated accretion event. Satellites are accreted
both in a corotating as well as in a counter rotating
fashion relative to the stellar disk. At small distances,
the ex-situ distribution is strongly shifted towards
positive circularities because dynamical friction is more
efficient at dragging towards the disk plane incoming
satellites that are on prograde orbits relative to the disk.
6. DISCUSSION
In the previous sections, we have shown two interesting
features of the stellar spatial distribution in Eris: 1)
in-situ stars, which formed within the innermost regions
of the galaxy, can be found far in the stellar halo, tens of
kpc away from their original birth sites; 2) ex-situ stars,
formed within satellite galaxies before or after infall, can
be found today in the disk and bulge of the main host.
The same mergers which bring ex-situ stars towards the
baryonic disk are also responsible for the displacement
of in-situ stars into the halo. While the details of the
heating process will be addressed in another paper,
Figure 8 demonstrates that many in-situ stars effectively
travel large distances from their formation sites during
their lifetimes. There we show that in-situ stars indeed
formed in the highest density regions of the simulated
galaxy, i.e. within 10-12 physical kpc away from the
galactic center (about 5-6 times the scale length of Eris’
stellar disk today). Moreover, our analysis suggests that
some in-situ stars have traveled during their lifetime
to even larger galactocentric distances than where we
find them today: more than 109M in-situ stars have
traveled to distances & 12 physical kpc during Eris
assembly history, even though this number drops to
about 108M for maximum distances larger than 20
physical kpc.
7. SUMMARY
We have analyzed the assembly history of the stellar
components in “Eris”, a cosmological N-body+SPH sim-
ulation of a close Milky Way analog. The combination
of high mass, spatial, and time resolution allows a de-
tailed study of the relative contributions of in-situ star
formation within the main host and ex-situ star accre-
tion from satellite galaxies. The classification adopted
for this study is meant to ensure that the chemical and
physical properties of the two categories naturally reflect
the characteristics of the ISM out of which they have
formed. We have identified and kept track of different
sub-categories of ex-situ stars, including a smooth com-
ponent consisting of tidally-striped stars, those still be-
longing to surviving satellites at the present epoch, stars
formed before vs. those formed after infall.
We have investigated the balance between the in-situ
and ex-situ channels, as a function of galactocentric dis-
tance and among the different morphological stellar com-
ponents of the galaxy. Our main results with Eris can be
summarized as follows:
• Approximately 70 percent of today’s stars formed
in-situ, and more than two thirds of the ex-situ
stars formed within satellites after infall (Table 1);
• Both in-situ and ex-situ stars have undergone siz-
able galactocentric displacements during their life-
times: the majority of Eris’ ex-situ stars are found
today in the disk and in the bulge, whereas ap-
proximately 25% of the inner (. 20 kpc) halo is
composed of in-situ stars that have been displaced
from their original birth sites during Eris’ early as-
sembly history (Table 2);
• The stellar halo – which by our definition accounts
for only 6 percent of the total stellar mass – is dom-
inated by ex-situ stars, whereas in-situ stars domi-
nate the mass profile at distances ∼< 5 kpc from the
center at high latitudes (Figure 4);
• The transition radius where the local density of in-
situ stars drops below 50 percent of the total ap-
pears to be only mildly dependent on the merger
history of the host halo, and it measures . 5 per-
cent of the virial radius at all times after redshift
3− 4 (Figure 5);
• Across the whole galaxy, ex-situ stars are on aver-
age 1.5 Gyr older and more metal poor than in-situ
stars: their distributions are broad, and skewed to-
wards the young and metal-rich tails by those stars
formed within orbiting satellites with extended star
formation histories (Section 5);
• The circularity distribution of ex-situ and in-situ
stars plotted as a function of current distance from
the center encodes a wealth of information: the
stellar halo in Eris appears a multicomponent en-
semble with both smooth and localized phase-space
structures in both prograde and retrograde orbits
with respect to the stellar disk (Figure 7).
Our analysis of Eris’ assembly and star-formation his-
tory shows that infalling satellites spanning the whole
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mass-ratio range contribute to the build-up of the stellar
halo, whereas the more massive satellites are responsible
for both depositing ex-situ stars within the innermost re-
gions of the galaxy and for displacing in-situ stars from
their original birth sites. Additional work is required to
understand the physical mechanism responsible for the
lifting of in-situ disk stars into the halo, and to quantify
the impact on our findings of 1) different halo masses,
2) diverse, more violent merger histories, and 3) alterna-
tive implementations of the star formation efficiencies in
dwarf galaxies at high redshifts, for which observations
are still ambiguous.
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